
2021/04/30 2:25:37 PM AST 
Carolyn Allen 
6312 Whitt Rd 
Durham NC 27712 
 
Thank you for considering the issue of students losing their magnet placement when they enroll 
in IGNITE. I am very concerned that despite great efforts by the school system and our 
individual schools to communicate the message, parents still aren't aware of this. Earlier in the 
2020-2021 school year, parents were told they wouldn't lose their magnet placement if they 
enrolled in IGNITE. Now, that has changed, but parents aren't getting the message. Most of our 
magnet schools have very few spaces available in any grade other than the entry level each 
year, which means it will be nearly impossible for these students to return to their magnet 
school once they enroll in IGNITE. Our elementary students will most likely not be vaccinated by 
August. Please, consider allowing magnet schools to keep their virtual students on their rosters 
for one more year, until ALL who wish to be vaccinated can be. Thank you. 
 
 
2021/04/30 6:34:57 PM AST 
Katie Serfas 
1019 LANCASTER ST 
DURHAM 
 
My comment is regarding your Ignite program and kids at Magnet schools.  I have been so 
pleased with my children's education during this pandemic.  George Watts has done an amazing 
job handling virtual learning, and I am so grateful.  My two kids at Watts will continue to learn 
virtually for the remainder of the school year.  My family is probably on the more cautious end 
of the spectrum, and I would prefer to keep my kids virtual until they are vaccinated, and would 
be HIGHLY interested in the Ignite program were it not for the fact that we would lose our spots 
at Watts.  Getting into George Watts is incredibly difficult, and it would be incredibly unlikely 
that one or both of them would be able to get a spot applying as 2nd and 4th graders.   My 
oldest son has autism, and is thriving at Watts - it would be very hard on him, and his very 
sensitive little brother, to not be able to go back to Watts when this pandemic is over.  I 
completely understand that it could seem unfair to hold slots at a highly desirable school - but 
under the circumstances - with no vaccine likely available to elementary aged children - it 
seems like it would be reasonable to extend the grace period allowing virtual learners to keep 
their magnet placements until vaccinations are available to all DPS students.  Thank you so 
much for your consideration, and thank you for all your hard work during this difficult time. 
 
Best, 
Katie Serfas  
 
 
2021/05/01 11:48:08 AM AST 



Karthik Sundaramoorthy 
504 W KNOX ST 
Durham 
 
Language Arts: 
Pre-K and all elementary schools need to teach Spanish, it is a domestic language. 
We see communication material and translations appearing in Spanish but we are still raising 
children who are illiterate in Spanish and then assuming they are lesser when they speak 
Spanish. 
Recent shocking example that happened was, Spanish speaking teachers are thought of as 
being less, "that person cannot be your main teacher", by their own colleagues. 
This affects our community as a whole. The implicit mantra that one language fits all is 
destructive. Cultures and influences are thought to be less if it is not by English speaking 
people. 
Translation services are a farce if no new Spanish speakers are educated in our schools. 
Respectfully awaiting a response. 
 
 
2021/05/02 5:18:55 PM AST 
Neil Khaner 
3004 Deerchase Wynd 
Durham, NC 27712 
 
I spent last week as a substitute teacher in a COPE EC classroom.  I will be there again this week, 
as the person who I am replacing is recovering from Covid-19.  I love this work.  I would become 
an Instructional Assistant in DPS, but no longer have the endurance to do this work full time.  Is 
there a way to let it be known that I would welcome part-time opportunities?  A two or three 
day per week would be ideal.  About 50% of the open positions on DPS’ website are for 
Instructional Assistants, and the vast majority of them are for Exceptional Children.   Thank you. 
 
 
2021/05/03 7:49:29 PM AST 
Millie Rosen 
Walltown 
Durham 
 
Hello! I strongly urge the Board of Ed to request the full amount required from the County 
Commission to fund the 50 nurse and social worker positions in DPS next year. Almost 900 folks 
in Durham have signed DAE's petition regarding this extreme need in DPS, but the ultimate 
power to make the decision to include the position lies with the 7 of you as board members. 
We need you to ask the County for the funds for these positions, even if we have to do some 
financial negotiation or aren't able to do it all at once this year, because if you don't ask for it 
we definitely won't get it.  



 
DPS students and staff are suffering in schools without full-time nurses and social workers, and 
it was bad before COVID. It's worse now. Please fight for us to go back in the fall with these 
critical positions at every school! 
 
 
2021/05/04 12:20:20 PM AST 
Nina Pande 
1000 N Duke St 
Durham 
 
Dear school board,  
 
Our students cannot go another year without a full-time nurse and social worker in every 
building. These supports are long overdue. With the hardships students have faced during the 
pandemic, educators are now struggling to meet students' physical and emotional needs at an 
unprecedented level. Durham County added more than $9 million to its rainy day fund last year 
- money that I believe ought to be reinvested back into our community and children during this 
difficult time. I ask that you support adding to the budget 50 additional positions for full-time 
nurses and social workers for our students. 
 
 
2021/05/04 3:07:15 PM AST 
Jessica Womack 
217 Winterberry Ridge Dr 
Durham 
 
Two unrelated comments:  
1) Please support the DAE’s push to hire additional school nurses and social workers by 
including this in your budget request to the county. You don’t get what you don’t ask for, and 
this is what our educators are asking for.  
2) Can we find a way to tone down the standardized testing in our schools? It is year two of 
a global pandemic, and kids are taking multiple standardized tests what feels like daily for the 
rest of the year. I understand that some of these are state or nationally mandated and are 
beyond your control, but some appear to be district-led initiatives. Nothing about this year has 
been standardized. Kids need more academic time and more social-emotional support, not 
more tests. iReady is particularly rough, as it asks the kids questions about material they have 
not learned. This is defeating for young kids who are already doing their best. We are teaching 
them that tests are valued above learning, and that guessing is the way to make the tests end. 
Neither of these messages embraces DPS’ mission. I wish our teachers had freedom to teach 
more and test less.  
Thank you!  
 



 
 
2021/05/04 5:27:24 PM AST 
Dr. Ronda Taylor Bullock 
1705 Willowcrest Road 
Durham, NC 27703 
 
The Education & Youth Committee of the Durham Committee on the Affairs of Black People will 
be sharing policy requests related to hiring, training, & truth-telling in our district. We 
appreciate that Dr. Mubenga & his leadership team responded to our initial requests made in 
2019. Under his leadership we saw the school district implement a district-wide equity training. 
Unfortunately, the board at the time did not match Dr. Mubenga’s fervor and passed the buck 
related to their capacity to develop policies that would have met previous requests, requests 
that remain unfulfilled. 
 
 
2021/05/04 5:29:53 PM AST 
William Jackson 
East Durham 
Durham NC 27701 
 
DCABP has seen the board extend high levels of energy to make good on budget requests, and 
we demand that same energy be brought to meet additional needs of Black and brown 
children. We’re glad you’re being more vocal about holding leadership accountable to issues of 
racial equity outside of the district. Related to our specific theme of truth-telling, we demand 
you bring that same energy when examining the racist practices of school leaders within our 
district (such as the leadership at Durham School of the Arts!!) and implement policies of 
transparency that hold leaders like them accountable for their ongoing transgressions against 
Black and brown children. In the spirit of Dr. King, we are requesting to cash in on the check our 
progressive policy makers in Durham have made, so that we can live, learn, and educate in a 
community that matches concrete action (walk) with its energy (talk) on racial equity. 
 
 
2021/05/05 10:15:45 PM AST 
Eva Irmy 
906 Demerius Street 
Durham, NC, 27701 
 
Thank you for considering the issue of students losing their magnet placement when they enroll 
in IGNITE. I am concerned that parents who choose to protect their children and others by 
choosing to enroll their children in virtual school are being penalized by losing their magnet 
spot.  Most of our magnet schools have very few spaces available in any grade other than the 
entry level each year, which means it will be nearly impossible for these students to return to 



their magnet school once they enroll in IGNITE. Our elementary students will most likely not be 
vaccinated by August. Please allow magnet schools to keep their virtual students on their 
rosters for one more year, until ALL who wish to be vaccinated can be. Thank you. 
 
 
2021/05/05 11:29:09 PM AST 
Rebecca Fontaine 
907 Exum St 
27701 
 
I am a registered nurse and strongly support the need for increasing school nurses and social 
workers.  School nurses are the backbone of public health for families and communities, in fact 
the field of public health nursing in part began with school nurses.  Not only are school nurses 
appropriately trained to provide care for sick children, but are responsible for disease 
surveillance and education that is necessary during this pandemic and beyond.   Please help us 
keep all families safe and cared for in our schools. 
 
 
2021/05/06 7:30:25 AM AST 
Matthew Townsend 
2025 Stonebrook Dr. 
Mebane, NC 27302 
 
Good evening. I have proudly been the Technology Facilitator at DSA for six years and am 
thrilled that students and staff will have the opportunity to teach and learn in a 1:1 
environment. I am also overwhelmed frequently by the workload and frustrated that I cannot 
provide the level of services teachers and staff deserve at my school. I am the first resource for 
over 30 technology systems from 1to1 Plus to ZScaler and the first person to troubleshoot and 
fix issues for over 1,8000 computers and the printers, Brightlinks, hotspots, peripherals, and 
software platforms our students and staff rely upon. When I started at DSA, there were about 
210 computers available for students and there was a half-time position from IT that was "on 
the ground". I did not need to work weeks after school ended and before school started to 
make sure the school could run. I did not need to work Spring Break to make sure we could stay 
afloat. I never had to put in 12 or 16 hour days. I have the time to give, but many of my 
colleagues do not. I scrape to find the time needed to mentor staff and help them maximize the 
benefits we want from 1:1 at DPS. If we bought seven times the number of buses we now have, 
the staffing at the bus garage would need to increase. Similarly, we have dramatically increased 
the scale of responsibility for technology. I hope you can examine this issue and find the human 
capital investment we need to leverage this great resource, retain our currently stressed talent, 
and truly succeed in this great endeavor. 
 
 
2021/05/06 9:27:23 AM AST 



Nicholas Graber-Grace 
1809 Glendale Avenue 
Durham, NC 27701 
 
I support using Dr. Mubenga's proposed budget as a starting point for your budget conversation 
tonight. Each and every position and resource that Dr. Mubenga cites in his recommended 
request and his list of deferred needs would better enable Durham Public Schools to support 
our staff and students. The proposed $225 increase in the salary supplement for teachers is an 
important step in working to retain veteran educators in particular, and we are grateful that we 
were able to implement a $15 base pay for classified staff even before this budget cycle began. 
That would not have happened without the organizing and advocacy of the Durham Association 
of Educators.  
 
Yet as I look at this budget request, it feels like a series of very incremental, tiny steps towards 
where we want to be. We have a unique opportunity right now to leverage the more than $130 
million in federal dollars that DPS has, in combination with additional federal dollars awarded 
to Durham County for COVID relief. I urge you to think bigger than piecemeal, incremental 
steps. The slow, conservative pace Dr. Mubenga proposes adds just two school nurses this year. 
At that pace it will take until 2036 to place a nurse in every school. By that time we will have 
held eight more School Board elections, and the students beginning kindergarten this coming 
year will graduate from Durham Public Schools without ever being assured of having both a 
nurse and a social worker to support them. This is an equity issue also, because far too many of 
our students are uninsured or lack access to adequate nursing and social worker 
support outside of school.  
 
I believe in this Board, and I know that each and every one of you wants this for our students. 
But wanting something and crafting policies and budgets that ensure the outcome we want are 
two very different things. Words expressing support for an aspirational goal are not enough. 
Take action tonight. Seize this opportunity to FULLY meet at least one of the many critical needs 
our students face. Commit tonight to a plan that will place a nurse and social worker in every 
single school to support our students within 2-3 years.  
 
 
2021/05/06 10:04:56 AM AST 
Jesse Huddleston 
1036 Kent Street 
Durham 
 
If I made a list of tools of peace needed to ensure the safety and security of our schools, I 
wouldn't include weapons because those are not means for generating the qualities we feel 
when we are safe and secure. At best, weapons moderately reduce harm, and at worst, they 
activate our deepest fears and cause irreparable damage. I implore you to do what's necessary 
to disarm all law enforcement officers serving DPS. Our schools do not need more officers with 



tools of war --- they need more people who function as unarmed, equipped, and skilled helpers 
with tools of peace.   
 
Perhaps you're wondering -- what are the tools of peace that can ensure the safety and security 
of our students, families, and staff on DPS grounds? Here's my initial list to get things started: 
A) physical presence of trusted adults; B) healthy food/drink resources made with love; C) the 
arts as a means and as an end; and D) relevant training for managing active crises. I invite you 
to imagine with courage and creativity as I elaborate on these four particular toolkits. 
 
First, we need the PHYSICAL PRESENCE of trained, trusted adults who take seriously the 
responsibility of protecting and supporting youth. At this point, we all have suffered physically 
and psychically during this lengthy pandemic season, so it's impossible to make a safe space for 
everyone; psychological safety is just too relative. I do think though that the right people taking 
protective measures can make a world of difference to increase psychological and physical 
safety. Let's be clear though -- protecting someone is very different than patrolling someone. 
We need to make space for protectors who both represent safety symbolically and culturally 
AND bring about safety structurally and concretely. I can imagine parents, guardians, 
caregivers, coaches, chaperones and more whose collective presence communicates and 
demonstrates to our young people that we are carefully looking out for their entire beings. 
They are not just standing there on school grounds dominating space, controlling behavior, and 
looking for crisis, but they are active, empathetic participants in our schools, willing and able to 
join in on all that makes for a flourishing, thriving school community. PHYSICAL PRESENCE. 
 
Second, we need HEALTHY FOOD/DRINK made with love. We know that some folks do not have 
access to nutritious meals and snacks outside of the school environment, and we know that 
some behavioral issues are reduced or resolved once someone can sit down and eat a good 
meal or just drink a glass of water. I remember when I was kid at vacation bible school, and the 
people who prepared our food were our cousins, grandparents, aunties and uncles, neighbors, 
and community chef extraordinaires. Personally, it was my favorite part of the day because that 
food was yummy AF, and even more, that food was filled with love. I always walked out of that 
cafeteria feeling nourished and cared for. Who are the food providers that can make our young 
people feel nourished and cared for? Whoever they are, I want them making the cafeteria feel 
like how I make my kitchen feel when I'm hosting loved ones for brunch. I want them to feel 
empowered and equipped sufficiently to provide the food/drink that literally generates life. 
Please don't underestimate the impact of a solid diet of good food/drink provided by someone 
who really cares. HEALTHY FOOD/DRINK. 
 
Third, we need THE ARTS. We need to integrate creative practice of all kinds into every 
component of the school experience. From the time someone steps on campus to the time they 
leave, I wonder how we can incorporate the arts to welcome, to communicate, to listen, to 
move, to gather, to educate, to celebrate, to mourn, to offer, and to depart until we meet 
again. I imagine songs we sing to start the day. I imagine music we listen to while we reflect. I 
imagine dance moves to learn math concepts. I imagine professional artists we sponsor to tell 
the hardest truths about our past and present. I imagine the poems we memorize as pledges to 



offer peace, love, and respect for everybody. I can imagine and wonder endlessly the ways in 
which the arts fortify and expand our collective capacity to create transformative learning 
spaces. The arts remain essential both as a means for learning in schools and as a desirable end 
for our schools. THE ARTS. 
 
Last, we need RELEVANT TRAINING to manage active crises. Unfortunately, the inescapable 
reality is that conflicts do and will arise. In my estimation, when we call 911 for a fire, we get 
trained firefighters with masks, helmets, ladders, hoses, water, protective gear, and more. My 
desire is that, when we call 911 for someone in a crisis (engaged in self harm, involved in an 
abusive verbal dispute on campus, suffering from severe psychological episode, etc.), we get 
trained interventionists with tools of peace to disarm and de-escalate. We need not fight fire 
with fire -- we fight fire with water. Ironically, I can imagine pouring a bucket of water on 
fighting students or families to stop a conflict; it is much easier to clean up water with a mop, 
towels, and dry clothes than it is to clean up the impact of a parent being arrested unfairly and 
missing work (that's money!), or a teenager being shoved or slammed by an adult officer (that's 
violence!), or worse. There has to be training we can activate for addressing 
mental/psychological crises and responding to conflicts. There has to be equipment that trained 
helpers, guards, hall monitors, and the like can wear when they negotiate the real risks 
associated with intervening in the midst of such challenging circumstances so that they are 
protected AND so that they aren't causing harm to those in crisis. 
 
Again, let us be clear about weapons; guns or tasers or handcuffs or other weapons are not the 
primary tools that generate peace, trust, order, focus, belonging, creativity, etc. -- all qualities 
that exist when we are safe and secure. While I want SROs out of schools yesterday, I know that 
some people want SROs to remain, at least until we have created and/or activated the 
necessary structures and cultures to replace the current model in operation. One way forward 
toward proper replacements, I think, is disarming law enforcement officers serving on DPS 
grounds. With weapons removed, the capacity for harm is significantly reduced, and the 
opportunity to protect and support our young people is increased hundredfold, and the 
aforementioned means are just SOME of the possibilities. If we still lack the necessary structure 
and culture to discontinue the MOU with the Sheriff's department, I challenge you to lead with 
imagination and courage: revise the MOU such that all law enforcement officers serving in DPS 
must do so without their weapons and with a set of tools that can actually ensure the safety 
and security of community members. Please listen to our young people, protect and support 
our school communities, disarm all officers, and replace their weapons with concrete tools of 
peace.  
 
Thank you for your thoughtful leadership and consideration. 
 
 
2021/05/06 10:06:05 AM AST 
Paige Holt 
511 Ann Road 
Hillsborough 



 
As a teacher in DPS, this year has really shown the need we have in our district for more staff to 
support our students' physical, mental, and emotional health. Our school social workers are 
overworked and exhausted. I don't know of any schools who have a full time nurse. Please 
request funding to hire 50 new school social workers and school nurses to help meet the needs 
of our students.  
 
 
2021/05/06 10:09:00 AM AST 
Vanessa Barnett-Loro 
4100 Thetford Road 
Durham, NC 27707 
 
I want to reiterate my support for a fully funded DPS budget. Please request the entire amount 
suggested by the superintendent as well as the extra funds required to fund 50 additional 
nurses/social workers. As a long-time Durham resident, a public school teacher, and future DPS 
parent I know these positions are essential to the well-being and success of students. 
 
 
 
2021/05/06 10:58:47 AM AST 
Chelsea Earles 
1709 Glendale Ave. 
Durham, NC 27701 
 
I'm a DPS middle school parent.  I recently signed up to send my daughter back in person in mid 
July when her school starts.  I'm very concerned about the new covid variants and what they 
have done in schools in Michigan and Georgia.  We can't let our schools become the place 
where the virus thrives and spreads to our community.  Please approve the additional medical 
and mental health care personal to help us stamp out the virus and heal from this difficult year.  
We needed these caregivers before this pandemic, we need them so much more now. 
 
 
2021/05/06 11:13:49 AM AST 
Zachary Sennett 
300 Huckleberry Loop 
Mebane, NC, 27302 
 
Good Evening. I am the Tech Champion for Forest View Elementary School. 
 
I am writing to implore you to add a full-time Instructional Technology Facilitator to every DPS 
school, regardless of its size.  
 



The move to a 1:1 technology framework was necessary and most likely saved lives this school 
year. Thank you for making the decision to move forward with instructional resources that 
students need. 
 
Part of moving to a 1:1 framework involves investing in human capital to sustain the program. 
The North Carolina Department of Public Instruction offers guidance for sustainable technology 
programs. DPS has not followed this guidance and it is going to manifest itself in a devastating 
way in the coming years. 
 
The current Technology Champion role is an add on role to existing responsibilities. I am more 
fortunate than others in that my teaching role is reduced to half-time. This was a school based 
decision, not district-level. This was sufficient in previous years when I was managing 400 or 
500 devices. I now have to manage over 1,000 devices and users in every area and platform 
that slightly touches the technology program. Half-time, even if it is more than others, is still 
not enough. We need a Full-Time, 11  or 12-month, Instructional Technology Facilitator position 
in every school that is free from instructional responsibilities so that we can manage these 
devices, support teachers and learners to use these devices to their fullest potential, and 
positively impact student learning.  
 
Other districts have offered these positions for years. It is time DPS does the same at the risk of 
losing devoted, hard working, and qualified individuals to places that show they value the 
people that make Instructional Technology in schools work. I have spent the last 13 years in 
Durham Public Schools. I always wanted to spend my career here. Under the current program, I 
no longer think I can do that. 
 
Please show you value the individuals that made this school year possible by listening to them 
and acting on their recommendations. 
 
Thank you for your time and leadership. 
 
 
2021/05/06 12:00:44 PM AST 
Caroline Herbert 
5618 Welkin Court 
Durham, NC 27713 
 
I have served DPS as a Media Coordinator for 14 years. This year, I have spent most of my time 
managing devices and logistics for the 1:1 initiative despite not serving as the Tech Champion 
for my school. While we are immensely grateful for the infusion of devices, we have not 
received support in the form of people, tech facilitators and/or IT support, specifically to 
support this intiative. Please add at least one tech facilitator/IT support staff position to each 
school so that we can return to the business of teaching research and encouraging a love of 
reading in our school libraries. 



 
 
2021/05/06 3:29:26 PM AST 
Camilo Cienfuegos 
Delafield Avenue 
Durham 
 
If this Board truly appreciated teachers you would have rescued our sister in Denmark but you 
left her trapped there and unemployed. I am saddened by the thought of her aimlessly 
promenading through the streets of Copenhagen. There are hundreds of millions of US Dollars 
in your budget but your cold hearts have been against her and against the health of our 
teachers all year. You could have chartered a plane to bring our sister home, you could have 
prevented all this disease by keeping our schools closed. We will never forget your callousness. 
In solidarity forever. 
 
 
2021/05/06 3:34:22 PM AST 
Dawn X Henderson 
1725 Tw Alexander Drive 
Durham 
 
Here at Village of Wisdom we understand there is funding allotted to the states under the CARE 
ACT and AMERICAN EDUCATION ACT; funds sent forward to local school districts to 
demonstrate parent engagement in support of proposals for funding. Do you have a blueprint? 
How will you or have you done this work. We have led this work in Village of Wisdom with 
Parent Researchers and want to partner with DPS in this work. Please share the findings from 
our research with students, parents and teachers both their dreams and challenges: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZgUQuPSWo1vLGiweFilq8PxEpuImHH5_/view 
 
 
 


